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What are individual or group needs? Consider children’s voice and where not 

possible observe them. 

For children to build a bond with educators 
For children to learn independently  

What are your related values and beliefs? What are your own and others related 
values and beliefs? Consider theories and research.  
 

It allows me to build a bond with children when I carry them to    

routines and I can talk at their level 

 

What mandates such as laws, regulations, codes, standards relate? Consider       

service context as quality decisions are not the same for all services. 

Safety-back, theory—secure base, Bowlby, Ainsworth, Circle of         

Security, 1.1.3—routine to maximise learning, 1.2.3—children make 

choices, 5.5.1—secure & confident 

Values and  
Beliefs 

Knowledge 

Being on the Same Page—Example 1 

What does the services philosophy say?  

Our philosophy has nothing about relationships with children but 

has information in relation to allowing children to guide their own 
Philosophy 

What are the differing 

opinions 

Educator wants to pick 

children up and carry 

them to take them     

places during routines. 

Educator wants  children 

to walk themselves 
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What is the final decision/ outcome? Where possible list to do’s such as up     

dating any policies, procedures or practices or the QIP where necessary. 

Put on staff agenda to discuss theories with staff and need to in-

clude in our philosophy and hence our practice. Update routine to 

be more flexible. Discuss with casual staff how our goal for staff in 

the room is to focus more on the child’s needs and their learning as 

a part of    routine times. Expand child’s goals to consider learning 

opportunities during routine times.  

Discuss all of the above with an open mind, listening to and thinking about     
others perspectives and empathising. Think about children’s best interest rather 
than our own ego. Be kind and assertive when discussing. Think of how you can 
find a common direction forward. Readapt and use trial and error and reflection 
along the way. 

Finding ways within the program that children receive a cuddle and      

always feel a sense of a secure base and times where their independence 

to learn and practice skills is available. Not rushing routines so that      

children’s needs are met but at the same time routines are used as a 

learning and development opportunity. For example rather than picking 

a child up and rushing to the nappy change allow them to walk to        

practice their skills where possible. Then offer cuddles at other program 

times such as story time when at children level rather than brining them 

up to our level. 

How do you feel due to this situation? What is your attitude? Is there past       

experiences that effect you when thinking about this issue? Feel frustrated & 

exhausted always rushing to get routine completed. Sometimes    

What skills do you have that can help with the situation or you feel you need in 

order to improve the situation? A staff member complimented the other 

about how they are able to build strong relationships with children 
Skills 

Attitude 
Past  

Experience 

Progress Notes 
of  

Collaboration 

Action Plan/ 
Agreed  

Outcome 
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